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Fundamentals of PROC steps and procedures 

 



The elements of a SAS program 

2 
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DATA steps: 

Read and write data, manipulate 

data, perform calculations, etc. 

 

Every DATA step creates a new 

dataset 
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PROC steps: 

Produce reports, summarize data, sort data,  

create formats, generate graphs, etc. etc. etc. 

Every SAS 

program can 

have multiple 

DATA and PROC 

steps 



PROC step examples 
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PROC Freq 

 PROC Freq can be used to run simple frequency tables on 

your data 
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PROC Freq 
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Results of PROC Freq of 

“Demographics” 



PROC Freq 
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PROC freq 

  Creates a basic frequency table 

  “DATA=MyCars” references the existing MyCars dataset 

  TABLE statement indicates which variable(s) to include 

  Can use multiple variables and even create cross-tab tables 



PROC Freq 
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Procedures for manipulating data 
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sashelp.Baseball 

PROC Sort 

 PROC Sort can be used to sort your data 



PROC Sort 
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data mybaseball; set sashelp.baseball; run; 

 

proc sort data=mybaseball; by team; run; 

 

proc print data=mybaseball; run; 

A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Z 
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PROC Sort 

 Can also sort in descending order 

 

 

 

 

 Or by multiple variables 

proc sort data=mybaseball;  

by descending team;  

run; 

 

proc sort data=mybaseball;  

by league descending team crhome;  

run; 

 



PROC Sort  

 Learn more about ordering data 
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Order, Order! Four Ways to Reorder Your Variables, 

Ranked by Elegance and Efficiency 

Louise Hadden 

Thursday, 5:00-5:30pm 

Seattle 

 



Procedures for basic statistics 
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PROC Means 

 PROC Means can be used to run simple summary statistics 

on your data 

proc means data=sashelp.baseball; 

var nhits nhome nruns; 

run; 



PROC Means 

 Many options to control output of PROC Means 

NMiss Mean Median – Examples of statistics that can 

be specified in PROC Means  

 (see later slide for list of statistical keywords) 

class statement – Allows for grouping by categorical variables 

var statement – Only provides statistics for listed analysis 

variables 
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PROC Means 

 Statistics available in PROC Means 
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PROC Freq 

 PROC Freq can be used to run simple frequency tables on 

your data 

 
proc freq data=sashelp.heart; 

table chol_status; 

run; 
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PROC Freq 

 Can create simple cross-tabulations 

 
proc freq data=sashelp.heart; 

table sex * chol_status; 

run; 
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PROC Freq 

 Use the list option to display cross-tab tables in a list 

format 

 

 

proc freq data=sashelp.heart; 

table sex * chol_status / list; 

run; 



Notation Result 

table A * (B C D); Three tables: A by B;  A by C;  A by D 

table (A B) * (C D); Four tables: A by C;  A by D;  B by C;  B by D  

table A * B * C; One three-way table with the format Page * Row * 

Column.  
Each classification of A would appear on a separate 

page. 

table Ques1 - Ques10; Ten tables, one each for Ques1 through Ques10 

table VarA -- VarB; One table each for all variables between VarA and VarB 

in the SAS dataset (by varnum) 

table Ques: ; One table each for all variables that begin with “Ques” 

table _numeric_; One table each for all numeric variables 

table _character_; One table each for all character variables 

table _all_; One table each for all variables 

Multi-dimension tables 

 There are multiple ways to request tables: 
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Notation Result 

table A * (B C D); Three tables: A by B;  A by C;  A by D 

table (A B) * (C D); Four tables: A by C;  A by D;  B by C;  B by D  

table A * B * C; One three-way table with the format Page * Row * 

Column.  
Each classification of A would appear on a separate 

page. 

table Ques1 - Ques10; Ten tables, one each for Ques1 through Ques10 

table VarA -- VarB; One table each for all variables between VarA and VarB 

in the SAS dataset (by varnum) 

table Ques: ; One table each for all variables that begin with “Ques” 

table _numeric_; One table each for all numeric variables 

table _character_; One table each for all character variables 

table _all_; One table each for all variables 

Multi-dimension tables 

 There are multiple ways to request tables: 



Procedures for basic reporting 
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PROC Print 

 PROC Print can be used to list the data in a SAS dataset 
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proc print data=sashelp.baseball; 

run; 



Results of PROC Print of “sashelp.Baseball” 

 

Obs – short for “observation” (part of PROC Print output) 

Numbers observations from 1 to N 
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PROC Print 



PROC Print 

 Many options to control output of 

PROC Print 

noobs – Suppresses “OBS” 

column in output 

var statement – Only prints listed 

variables 
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proc tabulate data=sashelp.heart; 

class sex chol_status; 

table sex, chol_status; 

run; 

 

 PROC Tabulate can be used to create more complicated 

cross-tab tables 

 

 

 

 

PROC Tabulate 

page, row, column 

List all class variables 
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PROC Tabulate 
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PROC Tabulate 
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 PROC Report can be used to create more complicated 

reports 

 

 

 

 

PROC Report 
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PROC Report 

 

PROC REPORT DATA= dataset <options>; 

COLUMN column specifications; 

DEFINE column / column usage and attributes; 

COMPUTE column;  

  compute block statements;  

  ENDCOMP; 

RUN; 



 

PROC REPORT DATA= dataset <options>; 

COLUMN column specifications; 

DEFINE column / column usage and attributes; 

COMPUTE column;  

  compute block statements;  

  ENDCOMP; 

RUN; 

PROC Report 

Column 

statement: 

Where you list 

and arrange 

your report 

items 



PROC Report 

 

PROC REPORT DATA= dataset <options>; 

COLUMN column specifications; 

DEFINE column / column usage and attributes; 

COMPUTE column;  

  compute block statements;  

  ENDCOMP; 

RUN; 
Define statement: 

Where you describe how to use 

and display a report item 



PROC Report 

 

PROC REPORT DATA= dataset <options>; 

COLUMN column specifications; 

DEFINE column / column usage and attributes; 

COMPUTE column;  

  compute block statements;  

  ENDCOMP; 

RUN; 

Compute block: 

Programming 

statements that 

PROC Report 

executes as it 

builds the report 



Graphing 

 Learn about graphing… 
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Interactive Graphs! (HOW) 

Richann Watson & Kriss Harris 

Friday, 9:00-10:30am 

Bellevue I 

 



Global system options 
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Global statements: 

Remain in effect until changed by another 

global statement or SAS session ends 

 
Examples: 

Titles, Footnotes, Options, Macros, Libname 



 Can have up to ten title lines and ten footnote lines 

 Titles and footnotes will appear on the top and bottom of 

every page 

 

Titles and footnotes 
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Titles and footnotes 

Blank line for 

unspecified Title2 
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 Titles and footnotes remain in effect until overwritten by 

another title/footnote or until SAS session ends 

 Submitting a new titleN statement will replace titleN, 

plus all title lines below it (same for footnotes) 

 Will not affect lines above it 

 To cancel all titles and/or footnotes: 

 

Titles and footnotes 
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Titles and footnotes 
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Titles and footnotes 
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System options 

 System options are instructions that affect your SAS 

session 

 System options remain in effect until changed by another 

option statement or until SAS session ends 
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Examples of system options 

SAS Documentation 
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http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/lrdict/64316/HTML/default/a002237888.htm


Common system options 

OPTIONS option(s); 

Option Purpose Default 

date | nodate Specifies whether to print the system 

date/time on the output 

date 

number | nonumber Specifies whether to print the page 

number on the output 

number 

orientation= Specifies the paper orientation to use for 

the output  

portrait 

yearcutoff= Specifies the first year of the 100-year 

span for reading two-digit years 

1926 
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Output Delivery System 
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Output Delivery System (ODS) 

 ODS allows output from procedures to be presented in 

multiple formats 

 PDF 

 Excel 

 HTML 

 Word 

 Etc. 
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Results tabs: 

Previously run 

results 
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Output Delivery System (ODS) 

PROC Print 
ODS Listing 

(Output window) 

ODS EXCEL 

ODS PDF 

ODS RTF 

ODS etc. 
52 



Output Delivery System (ODS) 

 Many advantages of ODS: 

 Output can be opened in non-SAS applications 

 Can send output to multiple destinations at once 

 More control over the appearance of the output 

 

 Using ODS code gives you even more control… 
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Output Delivery System (ODS) 

ODS destination FILE=‘file-pathname.ext’; 

<…procedures…> 

ODS destination CLOSE; 

 

 

 destination : Desired ODS destination (PDF, 
HTML, etc.) 

 file-pathname.ext : Pathway and filename for 
new output file with appropriate file extension 

 (Almost) every opened destination must be closed 
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ODS PDF 

ODS open statement 

Includes file pathway and filename with a .pdf extension 
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ODS PDF 

Procedures in the ODS sandwich 

PROC Print output will be included in the PDF file 

PROC Sort produces no output 

(Can include one or many DATA or PROC steps within the ODS sandwich) 
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ODS PDF 

ODS close statement 

File will not be created until ODS close statement 
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ODS Styles 

Add a style option to 

give the report some 

“pizzazz” 
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ODS Styles 

Can use style overrides within the SAS 

procedure to modify one small aspect of 

the style. 
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ODS  

 Learn more about the Output Delivery System… 
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Have it Your Way: Using the ODS Excel Destination with 

the Data Step Report Writing Interface 

Pete Lund 

Thursday, 10:30-11:30am 

Renton Club 

 



What else? 
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What else? 

 Merging data sets 

 Transposing data 

 Formats 

 Macros 

 Do Loops 

 Arrays 

 PROC Datasets 

 SQL 

 Graphing 

 And soooooooo much more!!!!! 
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There’s 

more to 

learn 

everyday! 



That’s all, folks! 

You Did It! 


